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CONCLUSIONS ARiD RECOMhI_•.,NDA•IION,• 

This study was proposed on the assumption that people close to an organization 
can modify- its existing programs and thereby make them more relevant to the spezific 
needs of that organization. 

The study has fotmd that the Fulton Warehouse is a potentially progressive 
organization, but that it has a variety of inhibitors. 

Because of the progressive attitude of the •Varehouse management, many of 
the recommendations made here have already been implemented; others do not fall 
under the immediate jurisdiction of the Warehouse a•d. may take time for implementatien 
if in fact their adoption is desired by the management. 

Personnel 

I. Since the lowest personnel classification in the Warehouse attracts few people 
with the potential of becoming managers, and since this position is aimost a 

dead-end one, it is suggested that the duties of the storekeeper por•er position 
be incorporated, to the extent possible, into other classifications. Following 
this incorporation, the position should be used only when absolutely necessary. 

Realistic qualifications should be set for existing job classifications •md these 
qualifications should be future oriented. In other words, an employee hired 
into a foreman position should have the potentiM for moving up the career ladder. 

Training 

Some cross training between Fulton Warehouse and Central Purchasing 
personnel should be attempted. This training should include familiarization 
with specific jobs as well as general organizational goals. 

4. The goal• of the Fulton Warehouse should be reexamined and alternate structures 
should be proposed before the phaseout of the Warehouse superintendent 
positiou. 

........................... 

Performance standards and personnel standards should be set on functional 
units w•thin the •rg•atign. 

Personnel chosen from within the organization to be trained should.be selected 
by actual job performance and potential rather than by formal job title. 

An a•empt should be made to train personnel for skilIs they will need as well 
as those they already require. 
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Because of the relationships the Wareho•tse perso:mel have with private 
companies, other state agencies and the districts, diplomacy, tact, and 
interpersonal relationships should be stressed in the training. 

Inventory 

The inventory procedures should be studied and the feasibility of establishing 
the value of inventory in relation to the quantity of inventory should be 
exam%ned. Once this relationship has been established an audit procedure 
should be desig-ned which would closely check the higher valued items and 
plaee less emghasis on the lower val•e items. This action should result 
in an adequate evaluation system that would require less time than the 
present system. 

The bin cards used by the Warehouse for inventory purposes seem at first 
to be obsolete in relation to the new automated process. However, they are 

in practice a strong management tool that brings the manager closer to the 
other employees. 

Minimizing obsolesence is the responsibility not only of the Warehouse but 
also of the Divisions; therefore, coordination between the Warehouse and the 
Divisions is essential. 

Some policies in the policy manual are outdated and should be revised. 

The policy manual is in general a vast source of knowledge, however, the 
divisions of knowledge (e. g., policy, procedure, or general) are not well 
defined. It is suggested that the information in this manual be divided into 
three sections- first, a policy section not subjectto frequent changes; second, 
a procedure section that should be revised at.given intervals; and finally, 
some of the material in the manual would be useful in forming a training 
section. 

General Organization 

Because the responsibilities of the Warehouse extend into the districts and 
residencies, it is suggested that some effort be made to place a representative 
in the districts. It is further suggested that all purchasing responsibilities 
(e. g., road stock, contract buying, inventory) be assigned to this representative. 



As a stopgap or alternative to recom•:neadatioa 14 (if implementation, of 
14 is =or possible), it is suggested than an employee from the Wareho,•,se 
or Central Purchasing be designated as a field representative. 

It is suggested that increased service to other state agencies will probably 
have effects on the residencies within which these agencies exist. It is 
therefore suggested that any attempt to increase sales beyond normal 
obligations be weighed carefully in terms of future effects. 



AN ORGANfZATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
FULT ON WARE HOUS E 

by 

Daniel D. McGeehan 
High•vay Research Analyst 

The purpose of tlfis study was to examine the Warehouse organization, as 

an entity separate from the Purchasing Division. The examination focused ou the 
organization internally and then on its relationships to other organizational 
structures• 

When an organization is taken as an entity, the positions in it are significant 
in their relation to its day-to-day operations. For example, an employee who.is 
responsible for keeping an accurate inventory of items worth thousands of dollars 
is a key figure in the Warehouse, he may even be considered a manager. However, 
in his relation to the Division itself this same man is low on the organizational 
chart; at the Depa•ment level he is lost. Therefore, in terms of this study, 
personnel who are participating in the functions of this small entity, either formally 
or. informally, to a degree that they may be considered managers are classified 
as SUCh. 

Because this study considered an organization in a way unique to the Department 
two d•finiti,•ns •e, se-zt forth. 

Mana•e••r: The responsibilities of a manager, in terms of this study, are 
characterized by the word "change". The responsibility for change distinguishes 
this position from positions carrying more routine responsibilities and •hat are 
lower on the organizational ladder. 

Executive- The primary function of an executive, by definition, is the execution 
of the policies and procedures of the organization. This position is usually higher 
on the organizational ladder than that of manager. 

Althoug• the.functions of these two positions are not always clearly distinguish- 
able, a manager more likely deals with unprogramed problems; that is, problems 
which are not anticipated and are seldom ever solved, but rather he.ld in equilibrium. 



C HAPTEF. I 

H•TOP•Y 

Previous to World War I the highway equipment owned by the state was limited 
and repairs were made by blacksmiths on the work projects or by loom shops. At 
the close of World War I, Virginia secured approximately $I, 500,000 wor'•h of road 
building eqtdpment from the federa! government for the cost of transportation. On 
July I, 1919, a shop was established at the State Penitentiary. This shop, staffed 
by a foreman and six workmen, was assigned the responsibility of assembling, maintaining, and repairing the newly acquired equipment. 

In 1922, after the state had been divided into eight highway construction districts, 
and had acquired sufficient equipment to care for all ma•tenance and a large portion 
of the construction activities, suitable properties were bought and district shops erected. 

The increase in the volume of equipment m•d the numbers of employees created a 
problem with the limited space allotted to the equipment function at the Penitentiary. 
Beyond the problem of space, was the problem of maintaining security with the added 
number of people passing through the prison gates. 

On April 29, 1923, the Department of Highways procured the World War I 
Aviation Plant in East Richmond. Soon afterwards the Equipment Division was 
transferred to the Aviation Plant, where it is still located. The functions of storing, 
inventor•g, and distributing supplies (i. e., ttmse responsibilities now handled by 
the. Purchasing Division Warehouse) were part of the function of the Equipment 
Division, and were, therefore, transferred with the Division. 

The need for prompt and efficient purchasing of equipment, material and 
supplies, many times for emergency situations, prompted the establishment of 
wh•t: is now known as the Purchasing Division *, on November 1, 1922. At this 
time the purchasing function-was the •.esponsibility of a purchasing agent, a 
storekeeper, and a safety engineer. In 1924 the Warehouse function, then in the 
Equipment Division, was transferred to the Purchasing Division, •vhere it is 
presently located. 

The Purchasing Agent, at •hat time• reporteddirectly to the Commissioner 
of Highways (see Figure 1), this was changed with the reorganization of 1964. 
In this reorganization, the four Director positions were established, and the 
Purchasing Division was placed under the Director of Administration. 

The Equipment and Purchasing function was not formally given Division status 
until after 1947. 
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The formal history of the Warehouse from its inception to its transfer from 
the Eq•ipment. Division to its present state of existence in the Pu•"chasing Division 
is-complete at this stage; but to better understand the workings of the Warehouse 
its informal, transfer should be studied. Further, the implieations of this transfer 
should be examined 

Although responsibility for the Warehouse function was transferred to the 
PurchaSing Division in 1924, there is some indication that the actual transfer of 
the inventory was not completed until 1948. In the Equipment Division's An.tmal 
Report to the Commissioner, 1937 to Present• it is stated that the inventory in 
the Equipment Division's Warehouse was reduced from $1,568,715.27 on June 30, 
194•, to $9,488.78 by June 30, 1949. It i• not clear if this inventory was depleted, 
transferred to the districts and residencies, or transferred to the Purchasing 
Division. It is clear, however, that by June 30, 1948 the Equipment Division still 
controlled $1,568,715.27 in parts inventory. This implies that the transfer of the 
Warehouse was still not completed at this time. * 

Further inquiry into the transfer of the Warehouse indicatect •ha• the•definition 
of functions between the Purchasing Division and the Equipment Division, in relation 
to Warehouse activities, was obscure up until about 1966. The personnel of both 
divisi•)•s.,vcQ•keldlinthe same physical area and all phone calls going to Purchasing 
personnel passed through the Equipment Division's switchboard. 

It is easy to understand how an organizational entity formally related to a 

parent organization but geographically separated by a number of miles •vould tend 
to identify with another organization to which it is not formally related but is 
geographically attached. It is also rather easy to see how this entity a part of 
a division headed by a Warehouse superintendent would assume a secondary 
role to this other organization, a division headed by a division head. 

It is the researcher's opinion that the secondary role assumed for the Warehouse 
function .adversely affected •he morale, efficiency and direction of the Purchasing 
Division's personnel in the Ftfiton complex. It is further believed that because this 
entity did not identify with the Purchasing Division the communications between the 
two were.weak. 

In 1966 the position of Warehouse Manager was established. This position served 
various purposes. First, it moved the top management position of the Warehouse 
closer to the top management, position of the Equipment Division; thereby giving the 
entity a more nearly equal status with its co-tenant, the Purchasing Division. Secondly, 
the authority vested in this new position made possible better defined activities for 
the two organizations. Finally the upgrading of the top position in the Warehouse 
improved communications between the Warehouse and the Purchasing Division. 

Interviews with various Department personnel indicate that the personnel records 
were not transferred until 1948. 
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By 19•7 the Warehouse had cat ma•Ev of its ties with the Equipment Divisiou. 
The assistant buyer, the main link between the Warehouse and the Equipment Division, 
was transferred physically to the Central Office. The Warehouse unit was given its 

own telephone switchboard, secretarial positions were established to support the 
Warehouse unit, and War•house personnel wer• physically separated from Equipment 
Division persennelo According to the Minutes of the Meeting of the Warehouse Staff 
on December 21, 1967, the organization was well accepted° 

A thorough inspection of all facilities was made by the 
Commissioner and his party. The Commissioner took 
occasion to praise highly the renovation recently made, 
the splendid performance and fine morale of the employees, 
and the outstanding record made by the Warehouse. 

It is the premise of the researcher that a study of this 0rganizatiou'.s hi•tory 
will give the potential manager in the organization an insight into its present problems 
a•d future direction. 

Some of the important factors to be seen in this history are: 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

That the Warehouse originated in the Equipment Division. 

That some of its ties with the Equipment Division were long in being separated. 
That there are probably some ties still remaining and that they can influence 
any future actions. 

That the fact that the Purchasing Division functions are being carried on in 
the districts and residencies by Equipment Divisioa personnel is not unusuM. 
This is probably an indication •hat Lhe separation of the Warehouse from the 
Equipment Division is still not complete, and in fact, some of the respoasibilities 
are still hazily defined. 

That the problems created by this incomplete division in the past may present 
themselves again in a different area. 



CHAPTER 

GENER •L ORGANIZATION 

Position• aud Functional Responsibilities 

Table I is a hs•mg of positions in the Warehouse as it appeared in the office 
files at the beginning of the study, and Table II shows the current listin•o 

TABLE I 

LISTING OF WAREHOUSE POSITIONS--- 1969 

Position Education 

Warehouse Manager 

Warehouse Saperintendent 
Storekeeper Supervisor ',C" 

Storekeeper Supervisor "C" 

Storekeeper Supervisor "B" 

Storekeeper Supervisor "B!' 
Storekeeper Supervisor "B" 

Storekeeper Supervisor "B" 

Sforekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Storekeeper •a•ssistan• 
Storekeeper Assistant 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Clerk Steno "C" 

Clerk S•eno "B" 

Clerk Steno "B" 

Clerk S•eno "B" 

Approximate Time in 
in Department (Yrs.) 

13 25 

II 48 

ii 14 

12 6 

12 16 

11 

12 7 

16 

13 7 

Ii 25 

12 

Ii 

Recorded 

4 

13 9 

12 2 

ii 8 

13 

Not Recorded 

12 4 

II 13 

12 4 



Table I {Continued) 

Clerk Stcno 

Clerk S-•eno "B" 

Clerk Steno "B" 

Equipment CI)erator 

Equipment Operator 

Equipment Operator 

Storekeeper Por•er 

Storekeeper Por•er 

Storekeeper Porter 

Storekeeper Porter 

13 

13 

12 

10 

12 

22 

TABLE II 

CURRENT LISTING OF WAREHOUSE POSITIONS 

Position 

Warehouse Manager 

Warehouse Superintendent 
Storekeeper S•pervisor C 

Storekeeper Supervisor C 

Storekeeper Supervisor B 

Storekeeper Supervisor B 

Storekeeper Supervisor B 

Storekeeper Supervisor B 

Storekeeper Foreman 
Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Fore-man 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Education 
(Nearest Year) 

16 

Approximate Time in Department 
(Nearest Year) 

13 

11 49 

1i 15 

12 

12 17 

12 

12 

16 

16 

13 

12 26 

12 

12 

12 

14 
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Table H (Co:atinued) 

Storekeeper Assistaut 

Cleft< Steno C 

Clerk Steno B 

Clerk S•eno B 

Clerk Steno B 

Clerk Steno ,B 

Clerk Steno B 

,Clerk S•eno B 

Equipment Operator 

Equipment Operator 

Equipment Operator 

Storekeeper Porter 

Storekeeper Porter 

Storekeeper Porter 

Storekeeper Porter 

1! 

13 

12 

12 

11 

13 

13 

10 

12 

The statistical breakdown on these data is as follows: 
Total Male 

Number of Employees 
Mean Education 

Median Education 

Range in Education 

32 25 

14 

10 

23 

Female 
7 

10.8 10.3 12.4 

12 12 13 

4 to 16 4 to 16 11 to 13 
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The pay scales for the Warehouse pos].t•ons are listed in Table IIl, and the 
structure of the organiz "" a•on is given in Figure 

= 
• 

TABLE IH 

P os i ti o n M__ont___M.V___S a l•a_• 

Warehouse Manager 

Warehouse Superb_ffendent 
Storekeeper Supervisor C 

Storekeeper Supervisor B 

Storekeeper Foreman 

Storekeeper Assistant 

Highway Equipment Operator 

Storekeeper Porter 

$956-1250 
$700-916 
$536-700 

$490-64O 
$430-560 
$376-490 
$376-470 
$288-360 

Figure 2 

STRUCT{JRE OF WAREHOUSE ORGANIZATION 

Assistant i•urcnastng 
Agent 

Manager 

Superintendent 

:ores 
•ction 

Ordering Specifications Systems 
Section Section Section 

Supervisor B Supervisor C Supervisor C 
(2) (i) (I) 

•orekeeper 
Foreman 

Clerk 
Typist B 

Clerk Typist B 

Clerk Steno C 

orekeeper 
.ssistant 

Clerk Steno B 
General Services 

Section 

Supervisor B Supervisor B 
(i) (i) 

Clerk Typist 
Clerk Typist B Storekeeper 

Foreman 

Equipment 
Operator 

Storekeeper Porter 
9 (4) 



F•.om a•. examination of TabJ.es I and !i •,nu'• "• Figure. 
be m.aae, First, the o•••mization can•.•o• e•si!y promo•te 
of the fol!o•ng reasons- 

4• 

i. The organization is remhvel• smMl. 

2. The potential transfer for persons in upper level positioas is somewhat 
limited due to tl'•eir limited e.ducation; th• warehouse manager and 
supervisor B are exceptions. 

3. The education of persons in the equipment operator a•d storekeeper porter 
p•sitions, with few e:•cep•o•s indic•.tes that these are dead-end positions. 

Judging from the number of year.s of exporience of the personnel in general, 
the career progression is slow. 

-.It would seem that the Warehouse should recruit personnel at three levels of entry. 
First, at the supervisor level, persons recruited should be well educated and have 
experience (one offsetting the other to some extent). Second, at the level of storekeeper 
assistant or highway equipment operator, personnel sho'•Id have goofl qualifications and 
potential but lack, perhaps, the formal education or experience for entry at the supervisor 
level. The third level of-entry would be for persons in the storekeeper porter position. 

The career ladder within th• Warehouse could be improved by the establislm•ent of 
more positions. This co'xld be achie,¢ed •f the.z.e were more opportunity for exchange of 
persorme! betwveen the Purchasing Division and the Warehouse. 

There seem to be a number of inhibitors to this exchange of personnel: 

The personnel in the parent unit, i.e.,-the Central Purchasing Office, 
have little knowledge of the functions of the personnel in the Warehouse; 
this applies in the converse also. Therefore, an employee do•s not know 
what to expect in entering another position and he v• uld naturally hesitate 
to give up the known for the unknown. 

The types of dt•ties performed by each unit are generally dissimilar 
(e. g., operational vs. administrative). 

Some•v.hat more abstract is the bias of one entity toward the other (i. e., 
the feeling that. one unit is mucl• better than the other). This is probably 
a p,roduct of the knowledge gap mentioned in number (1) above. This bias 
could also be a residue from the past, (see Chapter 1 ). 

Thus far the Warehouse personnel have been examined with respect to their job 
titles, pay scales and positions in the organizational chart. Next the daiies of the units 
within the Wareho'ase will be examined. Figure 3 shows .the Warehouse job 
classificati.ous according to the i969 organizational chart. 



Figure 4 gives the most recent view ef the unit ac{;ivitieSo A comparison of 
Figt•res 3 and 4 shows a rather unrealistic job description for the system unit. The 
reason is that the job descriptions were built around the employees who in the 
judgement of management were capable of performing the tasks. Fi,lure 4 shows 

a rather heavy duplication of effort by warehouse superintendent "B" and tn,• other 
units. This duplication is the product of an effort to transfer the responsibilities of 
the superintendent posi%ion to others; this position will be phased out when the present 
emp].oyee retires. 

The brganizational chart of the Warehouse is scheduled to be clmmged in the not too 
d•i,.•tant fu•ur:e. Tb• plan at present is to eliminate the position of warehouse 
superLutendent when the employee presently in that position retires. It is the opinion 
of this researcher that other alternatives to this mo•¢e should be considered. Although 
there a-re many implications to this organizational move, its objectives should be 
thoroughly examined. Is it being made for reasons of economy? Is it a way to reduce 
manpower ? Will the result be efficiency? 

In the following pages two alternatives to this move are examined. There are 
other modifications that could be introduced• however the two given will ser•e to point 
out"the major issues involved in a change of this type. The alternatives will be 
compared in two ways. argument for and argumen• against, with a conclusion for each. 

In order to develop alternatives to the move in question, an examination of the 
responsibilities of the units and personnel was made, the reason being that the shift of 
organizational "boxes" should be designed around functions and not personnel in the 
functional units. Observations from this examination are presented before thealternatives 
are discussed. 

It is suggested that the time for reexamining the organizational structure 
before the phaseout of the superintendent position. 

is 

In restating the structure of the Warehouse it is suggested that responsibilities 
be delineated oa the basis of performance standards and personnel stav.dards. 
Performance" standards, as defined by Ralph Davis in his book The Fundamentals of 
0f.Top Management, are, "Criteria Of the results that should be obtained by the 
performance of designated functions as directed:' In other words, standards are 
set on the basis of the results one wishes to obtains, a•d tl•ey ir•¢orporate ciuality and quantity 
measurements. These standards should not need frequent reviewing, their goals should 
be sufficien•iy sh•ort range so that the extent to which they accomplish their goals can 
be determined. Personnel standards (job requirements) are defined by Davis as, 

"Criteria of the characteristics and abilities required of individuals and groups for the 
proper execution of their normal work assignments". These standards may be the 
products of the performance standards as stated to meet a given objective ancl the 
number of employees needed to accomplish this objective must be calculated. Further 
the types of activities they must perform should be defined and the types of people 
needed to perform the activities should be specified. Unlike performance standards, 
personnel Standards should be reviewed frequently. Because of additional experience 
gained by employees, turnover, etc., the standards may be affected. 
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Specific observations from the exa_mi•:ation of the responsibilities of units 
and personnel are as follows. 

The objective of the Warehouse has not been spelled oat (i. e., it has 
not been stated whether the objective is to serve the High•vay Department 
or the Purchasing Division in such-and-such a manner)° 

(2) The duties of positions in the Warehouse not presently filled have not been 
spelled out, eog., those of the supervisor "A". It should be noted that this 

"position exists in the Districts and Equipment Division and is not on the 
Purchasing Division's payroll nor under its supervision° 

(3) The job descriptions spelled out in the Warehouse records combine unit 
responsibilities and personnel responsibilities. It is suggested that these 
be separated and that the unit responsibilities be spelled out in detail. 
It is suggested that the classifications for supervisor A, B and C be 
spelled out in general. In other words, an employee in the supervisor 
"C" category should have the tmowledge, skill, and ability to carry o• 

certain general activities which make him adaptable to supervisory "C" 
work in other units. 

(4) There are a number of duplications in the job descriptions and the 
responsibilities of one category are assumed by employees in another 
category, see Figure 3. 

Therefore, it is suggested that before alternatives to any organizatioual move 

are considered, the job classifications should be tightened. For example, all 
research sould be conducted by one unit, liaison with personnel outside of the 
Purchasing Division should be the responsibility of a given unit, etc. 

Once these unit responsibilities are determined a number of alternatives to 
the elimination of the position of warehouse superintendent could be considered. 
Two possibilities are given below. 

FIRST ALTERNATIVE 

MANAGER / 
UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT 

A B C D E 

In this alternative the very basic move is made, i. e., the position is eliminated. 
No other structural changes have to be made; however, work assignments would have 
to be redefined to fill the gap. 



A•guments For 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

It is economical; mouey saved will be $11,000 plus 24° 4% annu•lyo 

It will save manpo•ver; fewer people will do the same amouat of work° 

It will provide direct communication between the supervisors and the 
manager. 

It will force an interdivisional exchange of persoD.nel, but only one way. 
If a person is to progress "through the rauks:', he must spend time in 
CentrM Purchasing° 

•Arguments Against 

The career ladder will be interrupted; the jump from supervisor to manager 
is too great. Once an employee reaches supervisor "C", he has reached 
a dead-end unless he is willing to work in Central Purchasing. As pointed 
out earlier, this is seldom the case. 

(2) The manager will have no assistant, and therefore would be directly 
responsible for all the supervisors. When the manager would be absent, 
one of the supervisors would have to be designated as the manager's 
representative• the situation could cause morale difficulties. 

(3) This c 'hain of command, which is lower than that of the Central Office, 
could denote an inferior entity within the organization. 

(4) In this alternative, the organization must stay with the built-in problems 
it has; by using another alternative, a more viable structure would be 
possible. 

SECOND ALTERNATIVE 

MANAGER 

ADMo 
ASSISTANT 

UNIT UNIT UNIT 
FIJT.•URE LfNIT 

A B C D UNIT 



This organ.izatioual structure i.• desc•ibed in some texts as an infant 
orgauizat•oo., If one considers the birth date of the Warehouse to be 1924, it 
is no• infant; however, •f birth is defined as "coming, into its o•n," then the 
bi•h date would be 1966. 

This alternative d•ops the position of warehouse superintendent and 
reassigns the functions of Units A thro,a•gh E to fo'ar •Inits. The overflow of 
f•nctious from the unit consolidation plus certain supervisory duties of the 
superi•:•er•den• can be •iven to the administrative assistant. This model leaves 
room for any future units. 

A__r•.uments For. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

It is only somewhat less economical than the first alternative; i. e., 
one position is still vacated. 

The warehouse manager will have an 
assistant, one Who is defined as 

such and not "acting". 

There is room for expansion. 

There is only one level through which communications must travel. 

Responsibilities must be condensed into fewer units, and thus overlapping 
responsibilities would be eliminated. 

Generalized Duties of-the Wareho,ase 

The personnel of the Fulton Warehouse are constantly in contact with 
acies and peopie outside of the Highway Department. Some activities in the 

Warehouse require contact with manufacturers, other activities require contact 
with other state agencies, and it is possible for the personnel in the Warehouse 
to come in contact •vith the general public in doing their work. 

Some of the employees have responsibilities beyond their lob descriptions.. 
They act for the manager when he is absent, negotiate with manufacturers' 
representatives, represent the Warehouse in the field, and manage personnel 
in the Wareho,•se. Many times the job of the "would be" manager in the Warehouse 
is more difi•icult-than that of actual classified managers at higher levels° Many 
of the people in the Warehouse performing manual tasks need detailed supervision. 
If one is to instill job responsibility and pride in individuals at the lower end of the 
organizational ladder, he surely must possess management skills. 



, employee i u•ique in another way; he may be called Th• V• ar.eho•..se s 

to be respo-asible for a larger dollar voltune of inventory than his coaterpar•s 
other tm•tSo An example is the employee responsible for the electronics storeroom 
in the Warehouse. 

The contacts that many p•rsonnel in the Warehouse may have in, ply a type 
of management skill not provided for in the average training program. This is a. 

skill of managing persons above and below you in the chain of command, and ,those 
,over whom you have no authority. 

•ee Morale 

Observation and interviews have shovm that morale in the Warehouse is 
extremely high. The personnel seem to exhibit a high degree of unity and 
cooperation in. their work. 

The employees seem to be closely allied to their top management, even to 
thepoint that the attitude of the top management is reflected throughout the organization. 
When employees were interviewed in early 1970 they reflected a rather aggressive 
and confident outlook in the perf:ormance of their jobs; the warehouse manager at 
that time was experienced, successful, and therefore confident. The employees 
now show a lesser degree of confidence and appear to be more considered in their 
work approach; they have a new manager, one apparently well qualified, and •vith 
much seniority with t he Department, but new in the ways of the Warehouse. 

Although this high morale is generally good, it has a few dra•vbacks. A new 
employee must "prove himselF' before he is accepted. This do•s not appear to be 
easy to accomplish and a young person may be frustrated and even incapable of 
gaining acceptance. The selection and supervision of new employees require the 
close attention of the manager. A second problem that possibly may arise relates 
to securi"•. At present security procedures seem to be adequate; however, because 
of the trust employees have for one another it may beginto slacken. It must also 
be noted that this trust is not extended to strangers in the area. 



C tIAIPTER HI 

INVENTORY 

The inventory of the Warehouse com_es under the broad heading of bJ.ghway 
equipraent stock. However, this is not as homogeneous as one might think° The 
inventory is composed of stock that has high turnover, stock that has very litt.]e 
turn, over, stock of low value, and stock of relatively high value. To add to this 
list of variables, there is stock which is pilferab!e and stock which presents no 

problem i:,• th/s area. 

To account for this inventory, the •Varehouse utilizes a number of procedures. 
First, they keep a perpetual inventor•y; second, a cycle inventory. (See Manual of 
Instructions Purchase and Stores Division, July 1968 p. 81. ) Within the last 
tw¢o years an automated system of inventory control •.as been introduced into the 
highway, supply system. This system is now being implemented by the personnel in 
the Fulton Warehouse. The system is new to the Department and has not been 
introduced in all districts. Its advantages appear•to be great and will probably 
increase as it becomes more polished. The researcher is •f the opinion that study 
of this system, other •hau •o gain basic knowledge, would not be wise at a time when 
the problems of implementatiou are still arising. One problem found in this stage 
is that of communications between the districts and the Warehouse. For example, 
when the researcher visited the residencies to •ain information as to how the new 

system was affecting them, it was found that stock was being placed on, ithe floors 
rather than in storage racks, which had ample room. When the researcher reported 
this to the Fulton Warehouse, representatives were sent out to the residencies and 
the problem was soon corrected (Appendix I). This problem is only one which has 
occurred but is representative of what can be expected in the future because of the 
unusual chain of command se• forlh in D..hapter.V. 

One of the most important parts of the inventory control system is the bin card. 
This card is a simplified record of additions and deletions t_hat is kept in or near 
each stock bin. By use of this card, a supervisor can at any time make a spot check 
inventory of •m item. If a mistake is found, the type of error, e.g., shipping, 
receiving, mat..:ematical, etc., can be found and most likely the date it occurred. 
Without this card the manager and supervisor of the Warehouse would not be as close 
to the inventory prozess, which because of the entry level of some personnel (see 
page 10 •, is essential. 

The frequency of inventories appears to be more often than is desiratSle• however, 
it would seem that this decision should be the option of the warehouse manager, who 
is directly responsible for the accuracy. 

.The level of control of inventory is set at 100%, which appears to be a bit 
unrealistic; at some point, dollars are evidently being spent to account for pennies. 
The emphasis in inventory control is placed on errors (i. e., number of items under 
or over limit set). This is undoubtedly an important part of inventory coutrol; 



,•c•or involved In o•her words, 
there shoaid be no •o,.• that I0 errors on a $I0 item are more in•por•ant than 
!0 errors ou a $io 00 item.. The inventory check is ta•i•en with •.he following 
assmmptiou: If the sample tM-•en of the stock •.s representative and I0 errors are 

found in the sa•nple: ten errors across the board are implied. This concept 
would seem to be soar•d in a •aiverse where aH items were homogeneous but 
in a heterogeneous universe the co-acept of a random sample is subjec• 
questien (see Appendix I! for audit report). 

The.re is an alternative sola•ion based on the a.ssumption that 20% of the 
inventory accounts for 8070 of the stock. Therefore, if emphasis were placed 
on the high valued items, e. go, eiectrom.ic eC.lu.ip•.snt and.scotchlite, and the 
cost of the low valued inventozBz, i.e., nuts and bolts, spread over the entire 
inventory, the accaraey, money wise, would probably be Ig.gher with less effort. 

The problem of maintaining an accurate nuts and bolts inventory is to a 

large extent a money problem. For example, much of the time of one employee 
is spent breaking down costs on bulk invoices to he.recorded by unit pri•e. This 
task could be elin•tuated if this item were taken off the automated inventory system. 
The need for replenishment of this item could then be determined by bin card alone. 

There are other problems in the inventory section, such as excess of obsolete 
material, apparent overuse of some items, and unsuitable packaging of incoming 
items (nails). 

The excess of obsolete items comes basically from two sources. First, 
since the Warehouse deals with many products but at different times of the year, 
due to open bidding, it is at times holding parts for equipment that has been phasedout, 
i.•e., 1970 Fords vs 1971 Plymouths. This problem is beingdealt with through the 
tracing of inactive items or items for machinery which is being phased. :•.•,L. The 
automated replenishing system s,•pplies this information. The second .source of 
obsolete items is other divisions, which, order special equipment and fail to coordinate 
their plans with the Wareho,•se. In this latter case items have become obsolete 
.because equipment has been phased, outin the divisions or specifications have been 
changed. 

The obsolete items are 
•-• given times, sold at public auctions. It is suggested 

that th/s auction process be extended beyond its present scope; that is, that the 
advertising be extended to "other states. 

The records o• the Warehouse show that some items, for example, chain sa•vs, 
ice coolers, etc., have turnovers seemingly in excess of normal usage. The use may 
be justLfied, but if it is not much mouey may be saved in a coutrol system for these 
items. Other states have devised a "recall system" on such items which the Purchasing 
Divisiou migh• look into. This system would determine the amountof usage of a given 



item and then require the return of damaged parts to justify replacements.. 
Adoption of this system by the VDH Purchasing Divisio• may be difficult 
because of the chain- of command not extending into the districts and 
residencies. 

The inventory, when consideredbroadl•, includes the road stock, stone, 
guardrails, etco At present, the responsibility for this stock is somewhat 
hazy. It is possible that this responsibility could be assigned to the Purchasing 
Divisica,'but without direct representation in the districts, and"the resfden•ies 
this ar-•'angement seems unrealistic. Generally, the inventory system in the 
Warehouse seems to work very well for •ccuracyl however, the inventory 
policies, as some other policies, appear to be overly defensive. These types 
of policies clo not seem to be peculiar to the Warehouse or the Purchasing 
Division. They are likely to show up in any purchasing or fiscal unit, the 

types of units constantly under scrutiny and almost certain to be pinpointed 
in an organizational study. 

The reasons for overly defensive policies (e g., 100%.accuracy require- 
ment of inventory, multiple checking of invoices, frequency of inventory audit) 
are easily understood, but there is a danger also. Overly cautious methods may 
slow down.procedures,, they may require excess personnel, and they may require 
that personn,el spend their time inefficiently• in general, they can be costly. 

A case in point will illustrate some of the problems mentioned thus far. 
Items such as nuts and bolts are received at the Warehouse and their corresponding 
packing slips are sent to the Warehouse accounting office, where personnel in 
the office break the items down to reflect the packaging in the Warehouse. At 
later dates the invoices for these items also arrive in the acco',•nting office and 

are also broken down in accordance with Warehouse packaging. The invoices 

are matched with the packing slips and in general checked for accuracy. These 
are then sent to the appropriate unit of the Purchasing Division main office for 
further checking and payment. Generally, this is the procedure followed for most 
items received in the Warehouse. .In this particular case (items of little value} 
the time spent processing appeared to outweigh the value of the items. Also, in 
this case, and more specifically in the case of more expensive items, any time 
spent in double checking inventory prices .could cause payment to be delayed beyond 
the discount date. 

In the case o• items such as nuts and bolts (low cost items in large quantities) 
it is suggested that they be taken off the automated replenishment system a•.d 
controlled by bin card. Also their cost should be dispersed over the entire stock, 
which would cut do•vn processing time, expense, and the need for excess inventory. 
The need for replenishment can be calculated from history (taken from bin cards) 
and orders placed at regular intervals. This procedure was suggested by.personnel 
in the Warehouse and may well be in effect to some extent at this time. 



C H•.I•TER IV 

POLICIES 

A performanoe audit has been defined as an examination and analysis of 
me%hods of operation to determine if an organization's actual operations are 

following established policies and procedures. This definition points out the 
irnportanc.e of having up-to-date policies and procedures, for withou• them it 
is difficult to gauge the progress of an organization° 

In general the policy manual for th• Warehouse appears to be a well 
writlen, well organized document. However, at the time of this study it did 

appear to have some outdated references. For example, when spelling out 
methods of inventory, reference is made to the Kardex, which no longer exists. 
The BuLk Fuel Section is also obsolete. 

Other parts of the manual are not in keeping with the acutal organizationM 
structure. The manual states (page 70, No. 5 ) that "Each residency office 
must maintain a record of aH FOB purchases of material for comparison with 
the delivered prices to job site by the supplier. This record must show location 
of the job, -length of haul, the quarry from which purchased and the normal 
delivered price for that area." Also page ii, entitled "Functions of Purchase and 
Stores Division," states, "It is also the responsibility of this Division to maintain 
stockrooms at the eight construction districts, the forty-five residencies, the 
Fulton Central Warehouse at Richmond, and the Hampton Roads Bridge Tunnel." 
This statement implies that the Purchasing Division has formal authority reaching 
into the districts and residencies, which according to the organizational chart is 
not the case. 

The policy manual does not clearly describe the goals and objectives ofthe 
organization (both long and short range). Such a description would seem importan• 
tothe unders.tanding of the organization by all personnel. 

The descriptions of inventory, are in such detail that they suggest procedures 
rather than policy. It seems possible that the present manual could be divided into 
two sections. The first section could define generally the policies of the Division;. 
the second part could be formed into a procedure and training manual. In this 

manner the 9olicies of an organization are stated clearly and broadly enough not 
to need frequent changes. The procedure manual can therefore be changed to fit 
organizational innovations which would allow the policies to be stable and give an 

air of concreteness to the organizational structure. 
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The policy manual deals with people in various place3 rather thsn with 
fu•ctions•, eo g., pages 35 to 41. By addressing itself •o people rather than 
f•mctious, the manual is subject to c, "hange at any time a policy is deemed 
invalid. Frequent revie•v, is required to keep policies up-to-da•e. 

It is therefore su.•gested that the policy manual be revised. The revision 
should include a division between po].icy and procedures, general updating, an•.l 
a coordination bet•veen policy statements and Division capabilities. It is also 
s,•,•s•ed that procedures should be reviewed frectuent•y enough to kee• the 
manual up-to-date 
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THEWAREHOUSE AS A COMPONENT OF TILE 
VIRGh•IA DE PARTMENT OF •]]:GHWA¥S 

The Warehouse bus a unique relationship with the rest of the Depar£ment, 
as shown in.Figure 5o The responsibility and accountability of the unit take it 
into all facets of the Department; however, the authority given to the unit •ia the 
chain of command stops shor• (see Figure 6)° 

Figure 6 typifies divisional representations in each district and in some 
residencies° This arrangement providea for some type of decentralization 
(although authority for final decisions is centralized), for betler comm•mications, 
and thus for more efficient service throughout the Department. In the case of the 
Purchasing and Stores Division, contact with the districts andresidencies must 
be made through the Equipment Division (possibly a result of the incomplete 
separation of activities mentioned in Chapter I'). This interrupted line of command 
results in the duplication of activities at the district level, a problem which once 

existed in the Warehouse bat is no longer evident. The lines of communication are 

not well established between the Warehouse and the districts, which limits the extent 
•o which the Warehouse can learn of problems in the field. Among other problems, 
this broken chain of command inhibits •he use of techniques which could be applied 
by the Warehouse to gain more effective control of stock (e. g., a recall system). 

The responsibilities of the Purcahsing and Stores Division in the field are 
extremely importanfo If is suggested that the assignment of an employee •o the 
districts specifically for carryin• out the duties of the Purchasing and Stores 
Division would not be extravagant and would result in improved efficiency.. Such 
a person could be respousible for contract buyin•, road stock inventory, and the 
liaison between the parent unit and the district engineer, among other duties. 
Durin• the couducf of this study a number of district equipment superinfeudeufs and 
district engineers were coufacfedo The general question of how •he Purchasin• 
Division in generalor the Fulton Warehouse in particular could improve their 
service fo the districts w• asked. Almost without exception the qualify of 
-service received now as related •o that of five years past was rated as superior. 
However, most of the. district engineers voiced concern over the delay in receiving 
repair parts. On the other hand,• this delay is anticipated by the equipment 
superintendents and they did not mention it until asked specifically about it. 

Prese'ntly the Warehouse has excellent relationships with the districts and 
residencies bat this is on an informal basis and couid be subject to change. 

The introduction of the automated replenishing system gives top management 
a tool to reach into the districts; however, the ,effective opera•iou of this tool 
requires cooperation and communication, which could be greatly aided by.a direct 
chain of command. 
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C H:kPTER Vi 

W-AREHOUSE RELATIONSHIPS WiTH OTHER AGENCIES 

The Purch2.sing Division and thus the Fulton Warehouse have obligations 
which reach beyond the _Department. The Division has an obligation to supply 
other state agencies with autornebiles, tr•Icks, and automotive equipment.. The 
full extent of this obligation is not easily understood, nor is it clearly spelled 
out in the policy manual. 

A brief examination into the problems of maximizing service to other state 
agencies was ,•_ndertaken (refer to Append•"III" for list of.agencies serv-ed). 

The knowledge of other agencies about the availability and types of equipment 
that could be obtained from the Warehouse was questioned. As a general rule this 
information was not well understood. The top management of the Warehouse had 
suspected that a lack of communication may be a source of limited purchasing by 
other state agencies and had asked for suggestions .to correct this problem. Although 
increased orders from other agencies to the Warehouse may help to reduce overhead 
and actual solicitation may promote orders, there are problems which would be 
encountered. 

The first problem is not new by now the lack of Purchasing Division 
representation in the field. Increased purchasing by other agencies •would 
almost surely result in more activity at the district and residency levels. There 
would be a need for a closer liaison with these agencies than is now obvious. 
There would also be a need for stocking items at the residencey level that are. 
not stocked there now. Some districts and. residencies were interviewed about 
the possible effects of increased activities with other agencies About half of those 
interviewed said that the added activity could be absorbed by existing personnel; 
the other half stated that they could not handle a significant increase with present 
conditions of personnel and space. 

The oFiginal idea suggested by Warehouse management was to service these 
agencies from the Warehouse, but ii is the conclusion of this researcher that the 
activity would soon reach the district and residency levels. 

One other suggestion stemming from this examinatioa is that"the catalog-ae 
presently issued by the Purchasing Division be revised to make it more under- 
standable tb other agencies. The revision should include provisions for illustrations. 
The expense of the revision must be weighed. 

It is suggested that any move to increase services to other state agencies be 
carefully weighed in terms of future effects. 

The policies of the Purchasing Division, stated or not, have been to fullfill its 
obligation.to otner state agencies as efficiently as possible. The activities referred 
to in this chapter are over and above the formal obligation. 
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SAMPLE O]? COI-I, RECTI.VE MEMORANDUM 
(C OMMUNIC ATI ONS FR OBLEM) 

MEMORANDUM 

To District Engineers 

Attention District Equipment Superintendents 

As a result of computerizing Purchase and Stores inventory, the 
re sidencies experienced a delay in processing stock received from 
the district storeroom. In some cases, incoming materials and supplies 
are allowed to "pile up" on the stock room floor for several days 
until the E. D. P. transfer report is received from the computer section 
in Richmond. Needless to say, this condition is burdensome to field 
personnel and increases the probability of stock handling errors. 

In order to eliminate this unnecessary delay, stock received, in the 
residencies from district storerooms should be processed as follows: 

lo Immediately upon receipt of stock, residency personnel 
will check each item against their traveling requisition 
Form PA31R for correctness. 

All items received correctly should then be stored in the 
proper bin or other established commodity location. 

The transaction should be recorded on bin card Form PA34 
•ho•ving the new balance; however, the date received will be 
Ieft blank. 

Upon receipt of the E. D. P. trsJusfer report, in the residency, 
the actual date received will be inserted on the bin card. 

Issues of stock which are necessary prior to receipt of the E. Do P. report 
Will be haudled in the usual manner. Issue report, Form 1•A36 however, will 
be held in a pending file until such time as the actual receiving date is 
recorded on the bin card. Form PA36 will then be transmitted, with other 



Dislriet Engineers 
Page 2 
December 8, 1970 

daily work, to the computer section in Richmond. At the time of issue, the 
correct balance of stock on hand should be shown on Form PA36. 

These insfructions should be implemented immediately; therefore, we would 
appreciate your instructing all district personnel responsibie for handling 
Purchase and Stores stock accordingly. 

FBL:b]w 
CC": Resident Enzineers 

Signed 
T. Ashby Newby 
Purchasing Agent 
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AP PE h•D•.• I! 

SAMPLE OF INVENTORY REPORT BY AUDITORS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS 

Cat. No. 

17-01350 

18-00275 

18-0•300 

2120025O 

22-00025 

22-00050 

22-024O0 

22-02775 

22-03450 

22-03650 

22-06150 

22-07725 

25'01600 

26-01750 

26-01775 

26-03025 

39-0O600 

39-00825 

39-02625 

29-03400 

39-03425 

41-00250 

44-03651 

44-04175 

47-00675 

47-02800 

Description 
Screws Set Chuck 50121 

Attachment Plug 2 Wire 

Drill For Rawl Plugs #10 

Grease Mineral Gear SAE 90 

Axe wich Handle #3 

Axe with Handle #4 

Cutters BS Cold Chisels 1 1/2 
Drill HSSS 1/16 
Drill HSSS 17/64 

Drill HSSS 33/64 

Hinge Strap 902 4IN 

Pliers Fence & Stapler Puller 10IN 

Bushin•g M 42346 

Ring Stop 1156 

Plate Ledger For Guards 1162 

Knife Head 1883 

Iron Angle 3/8" x 2" x 2" 

Iron Angle 1/2" x 4" x 4" 

Iron Angle t 1/4" 

Steel Cold Roll Sq. 7/8" 
Steel Cold Roll Sq. 1" 

.Joint Univ. Sweeper Broom 6217 

Tube 670 x 15 TR 13 Stem 

Tube 1000 x 15 

Brush Carbon Steel .3/4" head 1/4" Stem 

Ratchet Socket 1/2" sq. Drive 

Short Over 

360 

32. 

10 

50 

11 
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Cat. No. 

28-00550 

29-06675 

29-06950 

29-07350 

29-07450 

29-08175 

29-•08525 

30-00150 

30-00175 

34-00625 

34-00650 

l•aint Orange Equipment #30 5 gal. can 

Nipple Biack Pipe 3"x 3 1/2" 

Pipe Black 3" 

l•lug Black l•ipe 3/4 

Plug Black Pipe 2" 

Tubing Copper 3/4" x 20 

Union Galv. 1 1/4 

Boot 3/4 Length Rubber # 11 

Boot 3/4 Length Rubber # 12 

Extinguisher Fire DC 5 lb 

Extinguisher Fire DC 10 lb. 

Short Over 

15 
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Cafo NOo Short Crv e r 

27-01000 

27-01723 

27-01825 

27-03450 

Eradicater Ink 

Label Fanfold File Blue 

Label-. Fanfold File Salmon 

Pointer Pencil 12 

27-03525 

27-05200 

27-05675 

Remover Staple 
C-10 Form Change Order State Co. &Fed Proj. Order 

CR6 Permit 2 

27-06400 KD-21 Preventive Maintenance Guide 

27-13100 

00-00875 

04-00150 

04-00175 

TL-58 Log Sheet For Core Drilling Operation 
Graphite Tube For Locks 1 

Plate Clutch Pressure Dodge 361433 10 

Disc Clutch 382559 

07-00780 Blade Windshield Wiper PRL 16 

07-01200 

07-01800 

07-01825 

Cable Battery 19 in. 

Clamp Assembly Muffler 2 1/4 
Clamp Assembly Muffler 2 1/2 

2O 

19 

07-03675 Fluid Brake 2¸0 
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APPENDIX I..[l •;" 

LIST OF AGENCIES SERVED 
2 I)t  

CODE 

ACCOUNTS, DEPARTMENT OY- 
............................................................. 

151 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION, VIRGINI/M 126 
ADVISORY LEG•LA.TY•rE COLrNCIL, VIRGIN• 104 
AGING C OMMISSION ON THE 
AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE, BOARD OF 
AGRICULTURAL FOUNDATION, VIRGINIA 
AIR POLLUTION-CONTROL BOARD, STATE 
•.IRPORTS AUTHORITY, VIRGINIA_ 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL, DEPARTMENT OE 
APPLE COMMISSIO• VIRGINIA STATE 
ART C O•IMISSION 

.............................................................. 

ARTS AND HUMANITIES, COMMISSION ON THE 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRESERVATION OF VIRGINIA ANTIQUITIES, 

FORT HENRY BRANC H 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRESERVATION OF VIRGINIA ANTIQUITIES, 

•_ANOVER C OUNTY BRANC H 
............................................. 

ATHLETIC COMMISSION, VIRGINIA ... 
ATLANTIC RURAL EXPOSITION, INCORPORATED 
ATLANTIC STATES.MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
• TTORNEY GENERAL 
AUDITING COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 

................... -,. 

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS 
.............................................. 

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING, DIVISION OF 
BAR EXAMINERS, STATE BOARD OF 
BAR, VIRGINIA STATE 

........................................................ 

BEAUMONT SCHOOL FOR BOYS 
.............................................. 

BEEF CATTLE COMMISSION, VIRGINIA 
BLAND CORRECTIONAL FARM 

..................................... 
BLUE RIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
BLUE RIDGE SANATORIUM 

................................ 

BOARD FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES, STATE 
.................................. BOARD OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 

BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS, STATE 
•OARD OF CONTRACTORS, STATE REGISTRATION . 

............................ BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS, VIRGINIA STATE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION, STATE .. 
BOARD OF ELECTIONS, STATE 

............................................... 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN OPTOMETRY, VIRGINIA STATE 
BOARD OF EXAM,INERS OF NURSES, STATE 

.................................... 

BOARD OF FUNERAL-DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS, VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF HEALTH, STATE 
BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS, STATE 

...................................... 

BOARD OF PHARMACY, STATE 
... BOARD OF REGENTS, GUNSTON. HALL -... 

BOARD OF WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS, STATE 
mON AiR SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 
BREAKS INTERSTATE PARK COMMISSION 

...................................... 
BRIG HT FLU-C URED T OBAC C O C OMIV[ISSION, VIRGINIA 

135 
301 
307 
422 
176 
999 
308 
130 
148 

920 

936 
239 
929 
409 
141 
103 
133 
137 
233 
117 
713 
317 
71• 
291 
603 
261 
301 
233 
243 
224 
201 
132 
226 
227 
225 
601 
228 
229 
417 
701 
712 
420 
309 



( Appendix Ill continued) 

I•LrDGET, DIVISION OF THE o 122 
BUREAU OF BANI•NG 172 
BUREAU OF INSURANCE. 173 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAI•i AND •i.•RY IN VIRGINIA 204 
CORPORATION •OMiVIISSION, STATE.. 171 
CORPORATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF 171 
DEAF AND •HE BLINI), THE •¢IRGINIA SCHOOL FOR THE. 218 


